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Bees can be ruthless relatives. Bumblebee queens eat

their  offspring's  eggs,  and  honeybee  workers  make

meals of their siblings' eggs. But this ritual, gruesome by

human  standards,  makes  a  bee  family  more

productive.Although  worker bees are usually  unable  to

mate,  as  females  they  can  lay  unfertilized  eggs  that

emerge as males, if given the chance. The same applies

to wasps and ants. But many don't survive. In all of these

cannibalistic  acts,  each  eater'sgoal  is  to  reduce  the

number of its genetic competitors."The queen eats the workers' eggs because she is more related

to her own offspring," said entomologist Tom Wenseleers of the Catholic University  of Leuven,

Belgium. "In the honeybee, the workers eat other workers' eggs because they are collectively more

related  to  the  queen's  offspring."  Workers  are  prone  to  eating  their  siblings'  eggs  — an  act

scientists call "policing" — when their mother queen mates with multiple males.

In these species, including the honeybee, most workers are half-sisters, and more related to their

brothers (sons of the queen) than nephews (sons of other workers). Half-sisters show no mercy,

devouring their nephews. In species withpromiscuous queens, workers' sons are reared 100 times

less than species with a single father, according to a new survey of more than 100 species of ants,

bees and wasps conducted by Wenseleers and Francis Ratnieks at the University of Sheffield in

the  United  Kingdom.  The  findings  were  published  in  the  November  issue  of  the  journal  The

American Naturalist. Both types of egg-eating support William Hamilton's 1964 relatedness theory:

Closely related animals cooperate, while more distant relatives behave nastily toward one other.

"Close relatives are genetically more valuable, as they carry many copies of one's own genes,"

Wenseleers told LiveScience.
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Fish with human teeth bit angler

An angler in the US had quite a shock when a fish he"d caught bit him

with distinctly human-like teeth.Samples from the mysterious fish have

been sent away for analysis to determine its species, in the meantime

the specimen has been placed on ice however nobody is in a rush

tocook and eat it. Anangler had a shock in the US - when a mystery fish

bit him back with distinctly human-looking teeth. . Frank Yarborough was fishing in Lake Wylie,

South Carolina, when he hooked the fish which w...

Great galloping crinoids

A video has caught an underwater animal, which looks like a flower,

practically jogging along the ocean bottom. The stalked crinoid spends

most of its time sitting and catching food with the flowerlike wheel of

feathery arms that have earned it and its relatives the nickname sea

lilies. Scientists had known for decades that stalked crinoids sometimes

move—but barely. They had been clocked atspeeds no greater than 0.6 meter per hour. Now,

however, a video from a submersible dive off Grand Bahama ...

Worlds largest ever snake discovered

A new species of prehistoric giant boa constrictor, the "Titanoboa", has

been discovered. This behemoth of the reptile world lived several million

years ago, weighed as much as a car and was as long as a school bus,

putting even the most terrifying of Hollywood"s giant movie snakes to

shame."The largest snake the world has ever known — as long as a

school bus and as heavy as a small car — ruled tropical ecosystems only 6 m...

Insect size limited by oxygen

Bugs were a lot bigger more than 250 million years ago -- millipedes

longer than a human leg, dragonflies with wing spans like hawks -- and

now a question that has long puzzled scientists has been explained.

The reason there are no humongous insects now is because of a

bottleneck that occurs in insects' air pipes as they grow larger. They

were able to surmount the problem in the Paleozoic Era thanks to a high-oxygen

atmosphere.Insects aren't like animals with backbones and deliver oxygen...

Enormous oarfish washed up on beach
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A rare - and dead - oarfish washed up at City Beach in Perth yesterday,

proving more than a handful for Troy Coward, Andy Mole and Axel

Strauss (pictured). The serpent-like animal was found six metres

offshore, bringing to at least six the number of oarfish that have washed

up on the West Australian coast in recent months. Prefering to live in

the depths of the ocean they have only been known to come to the surface whensick or dying and

have rarely been seen alive.Living in the world's warme...

Truth found in tales of monster fish

Anglers all have tales about the one that got away, the fish of legendary

size that stripped the line from the reel. A new study suggests why that

there might indeed be giants and offers an explanation for how they

grow so huge. Turns out fishermen themselves can be responsible for

the monsters. If a lake or pond is overfished, and a lot of the big ones

are caught, the situation is ripe for oversized freaks to develop, according to a new computer

model. The research suggests that harvesting only...

10ft shark mauled by 20ft behemoth

Officials in Queensland have alerted swimmers to keep out of the water

after a giant shark was found almost bitten in two by what is estimated

to be a 20ft monster great white almost as large as the shark from the

movie Jaws."A "monster"great white shark measuring up to 20 ft long is

on the prowl off apopular Queensland beach, according to officials. .

Swimmers were warned to stay out of the water off Stradbroke Island after th...

New frog species found in Thailand

Submitted by Pendekar Timur: A new species of mountain frog that

changes colour in response to its surroundings has been discovered in

northeast Thailand, a biologist said Wednesday. The Odorrana aureola,

known locally as the Phu Luang Cliff frog after the national park where it

was found, can grow to 80 millimeters (3.5 inches) and has a green

body which occasionally turns brown, researchers said."It reflects its surrounds," said Tanya

Chan-ard, curator of Bangkok'sNational Scienc...

Group finds dog-sized gigantic toad

Submitted by Pendekar Timur: An environmental group said Tuesday it

had captured a "monster" toad the size of a small dog. With a body the

size of a football and weighing nearly 2 pounds, the toad is among the

largest specimens ever captured in Australia, according to Frogwatch

coordinator Graeme Sawyer."It's huge, to put it mildly," he said. "The

biggest toads are usually females but this one wasa rampant male ... I would hate to meet his big

sister." Frogwatch...

Heads spinning over 200-yard spider web

If you hate creepy-crawlies, you might want to avoid Lake Tawakoni

State Park, where a 200-yard stretch along a nature trail has been

blanketed by a sprawling spider web that has engulfed seven large

trees, dozens of bushes and the weedy ground. If you hate mosquitoes,

you might just love this bizarre web."At first, it was so white it looked like

fairyland," said Donna Garde, superintendent at the park about 45 miles east of Dallas. "Now it's

filled with so many mosquitoes tha...
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